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Abstract 
Given a nonempty finite set E, let 3 E be the set of all the ordered pairs of disjoint subsets of 
E. We call a function on 3 E a biset function. A biset function f :  3 E --~ R is called bisubmodular 
if we have 
V(XI, YI ), (X2, Y2 ) C 3 E : 
f(X,,  Y, )+ f(X2, Y2)>~ f((X~ U X2)-  (Y, U Y2),(Y~ U Y2)-  (X, UX2)) 
+ f(X~ A X2, YI N Y2). 
We give a simple necessary and sufficient condition for a biset function to be bisubmodular. 
I. Introduction 
Chandrasekaran and Kabadi [4], [7] first introduced the concept of pseudomatroid 
and polypseudomatroid as generalizations of matroid and polymatroid (Bouchet [2] 
also independently considered the same concept as pseudomatroid by the name of A- 
matroid). The rank function of a (poly-)pseudomatroid is a so-called bisubmodular 
function. Bisubmodular functions and their generalizations have also been considered 
by Qi [10], [11], Nakamura [9], Bouchet and Cunningham [3] and Fujishige [6]. It may 
also be noted that a different concept of bisubmodularity is introduced by Fujishige [5] 
as a generalization of ordinary submodular set functions (also see [11]). 
We consider bisubmodular functions in the sense of Chandrasekaran d Kabadi [4] 
and Qi [10], and give a simple characterization f bisubmodular functions. 
It is well known that a set function f :  2 E ~ R is submodular if and only if its 
derivatives are monotone nonincreasing (see, e.g., [8]). Our result is a generalization 
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of this fact and is motivated by the investigation of structural properties of the so-called 
bisubmodular polyhedra determined by bisubmodular functions. Moreover, by using the 
characterization given here we can easily prove the bisubmodularity of biset functions 
such as the cut function of a bidirected network (see [1]). 
2. Definitions 
Let E be a nonempty finite set, R the set of reals and Z the set of integers. Let us 
denote the cardinality of a set X by IX I. 
Denote the set of all the ordered pairs (X, Y) of disjoint subsets of E by 3 E, i.e., 
3 E = {(X, Y) IX, Y c_ E, X fq Y = 9}. We call a function on 3 e a biset function. A 
biset function f :  3 E ~ R on 3 E is said to be bisubmodular if 
f (XbY1)+f (Xz ,  Y2) >i f((Xl UX2) - (Y1 U Y2), (Yl U Y2) - (Xl UX2)) 
+f(Xl  AX2, Y1 fq Y2) (2.1) 
holds for all (Xl, YI ), (X2, Y2 ) E 3 e. 
For any (S, T) E 3 e with S U T = E we call (S, T) an orthant. A biset function 
f :  3 e --- R is called bisubmodular in an orthant (S, T) if for each Xl, 2"2 C_ S and 
Y1,112 c T we have (2.1). It should be noted that f :  3 E ~ R is bisubmodular in an 
orthant (S, T) if and only if a set function f ' :  2 e ~ R defined by 
f ' (X )= f (XMS,  XMT)  (XC_E) (2.2) 
is an ordinary submodular function on 2 E. 
3. Main results 
For a biset function f :  3 e ~ R consider the following conditions: 
(i) f is bisubmodular in each orthant. 
(ii) For any (X, Y) E 3 e and e ~ X U Y we have 
f (X  U {e}, Y) + f(X, Y U {e})>~2f(X, Y). (3.1) 
Lemma 1. I f  a biset function f :  3 E ~ R satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), f also 
satisfies the followin9: 
(ii') For any pairwise disjoint X, Y, Z C E we have 
f (XUZ,  Y)+ f(X, YUZ)>~2f(X,Y). (3.2) 
Proof. From (ii), (3.2) holds when [ZI = 1. Suppose that for some integer k~> 1 (3.2) 
holds for any pairwise disjoint X, Y, Z C_ E with IZI = k. 
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Now, for any pairwise disjoint X, Y, ZC_E with [Z I = k + 1 let Z = {zl . . . . .  zk+~}. 
Then, we have 
f (X  U Z, Y) + f(X, Y U Z) 
= f (X  U {zl . . . . .  zk,zk+l}, Y) + f (X  U {zk+l}, Y U {zl . . . . .  zk}) 
+T(X, Y U {Zl . . . .  , Zk,Zk+t }) + U(X U {zk+l}, Y U {zl . . . . .  zk}) 
-2 f (X  U {Zk+l}, Y U {Zl . . . . .  zk}) 
>i 2f (X U {zk+l}, Y) + 2f(X, Y U {zl . . . . .  zk}) 
-2 f (X  U {Zk+l}, Y U {z, . . . . .  zk}) (3.3) 
>1 2U(X U {Zk+l}, Y U {zb ..., zk}) + 2U(X, Y) 
-2 f (X  U {zk+l}, Y U {zl . . . . .  zk}) (3.4) 
= 2f(X, Y), (3.5) 
where (3.3) is due to the assumption and (ii), and (3.4) is due to (i). Therefore, the 
present lemma holds by induction. [] 
Theorem 2. A biset function f :  3 E --* R is bisubmodular if and only if f satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii). 
Proof. The "only if" part is easy. We show the "if" part. Suppose f satisfies (i) and 
(ii). Then, for any (X, Y),(Z, W) E 3 E we have 
f(X, Y) + f(Z, W) 
= f(X, Y) + f (Z  - Y, W - X)  
+f(Z, W) + f ( (X  U Z) - (Y U W), (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 
- f (Z -  Y ,W-X) -  f ( (XUZ) - (YUW) , (YUW)- (XUZ) )  (3.6) 
>1 f ( (X  UZ) -  Y,(Y U W) -X)  + f (X  NZ, Y N W) 
+ f ( (X  U Z) - W,(Y U W) - Z) + f (Z  - Y, W - X)  
- f (Z -  Y ,W-X) -  f ( (XUZ) - (YUW) , (YUW)- (XUZ) )  (3.7) 
= f ( (X  U Z) - Y, (Y U W) - X)  + f (X  U Z, (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 
+f( (X  U Z) - IV, (Y U W) - Z) + f (X  O Z, (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 
+f (XNZ,  YGW)-  f ( (XUZ) - (YUW) ,  (YUW)- (XUZ) )  
-2 f (X  U Z, (Y U W) - (X U Z)) (3.8) 
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>~2f((XUZ)-  Y, (YU W)- (XUZ) )  
+2f( (X  U Z) - W, (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 
+f(X  F1 Z, r fq W) - f ( (X U Z) - (Y U W), (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 
-2 f (X  UZ, (Y U W) - (X UZ))  (3.9) 
>~2f(X U Z, (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 4- 2 f ( (X  U Z) - (Y U W), (Y U W) - (X U Z)) 
+f(xnz, YnW)- f((Xuz)-(Yuw), (YuW)-(xnz)) 
-2 f (X  UZ,(Y U W) - (X UZ)) (3.10) 
= f((XUZ)-(YUW), (YUW)-(XUZ))+ f(XnZ, YnW), (3.11) 
where (3.7) and (3.10) are due to (i) and (3.9) to Lemma 1. [] 
Define 
1) = {(x,y) lx,  y e Z+,x + y<<,[EI}, (3.12) 
where Z+ denotes the set of nonnegative integers. A biset function f :  3 ~ ~ R is said 
to be symmetric if its function value f(X, Y) depends only on the cardinalities IX[ 
and [Y[ of its arguments, i.e., there exists a function g:D---* R such that 
f (X,  Y) = g(IX[, Irl) (3.13) 
for all (X, Y) E 3 E. 
Define operators Al and A2 as follows. For any function g on D, 
Alg(x,y) = g(x + 1,y) - g(x, y), (3.14) 
A29(x, y) = O(x, y + 1 ) - g(x, y) (3.15) 
for x, y E Z+ with x + y ~< IEI - 1. 
For any bivariate function h we say that h is monotone nonincreasino if 
h(x,y)>.h(z,w) for every x<.z and y<.w in the domain. 
From Theorem 2 we have the following. 
Corollary 3. A symmetric biset function f :  3 E ~ R is bisubmodular if and only if 
f is expressed as (3.13) in terms o fa  bivariatefunction g:O ---, R that satisfies the 
following two conditions: 
(i) For each i = 1, 2 Aig is monotone nonincreasing. 
(ii) For any x,y E Z+ with x + y<.lEI - 1, 
g(x + l ,y )  + g(x, y + 1)>12g(x, y). (3.16) 
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It should be noted that Theorem 2 holds even if we weaken Condition (ii) by 
restricting X, Y and e appearing in (ii) to those satisfying XLJ Yt3 {e} = E. Corollary 3 
can also be simplified accordingly. 
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